Is your car ready for winter’s worst?
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Ready or not, winter is right around the corner. If you live in the Midwest or the Northeast, you know it’s especially important to be prepared for that unexpected early season snow.

Here are five ways to make sure your car is protected from the elements.

Improve headlight and windshield visibility

It’s no question that being able to see while driving at night or in snowy conditions is critical. Many people take vehicle headlight maintenance for granted. Don’t overlook this one.

Grab a kit of Wipe New Headlight Restore [1] to renew your car’s worn, foggy headlights to improve illumination and visibility while driving. It offers crystal clear results in two easy-steps to keep your lights clean and bright.

Don’t forget about your windshield. Rainbrella by Wipe New [1] is formulated to dramatically repel water, mud and dirt from exterior glass surfaces. Simply wipe it on your windshield, wait five minutes and wipe it off.

The haze-free formula increases visibility and safety when driving in poor weather conditions.

Get rid of rust

Rust, if left untreated, can eat away at metal and when exposed to road salt, slush and other harsh elements can cause it to spread. Be proactive. Don’t wait until it’s too late.

Removing rust from your car requires a product that is specialty formulated to dissolve and remove rust and oxidation. Rust-Oleum offers an Automotive Rust Dissolver [2] that quickly penetrates the surface to remove rust fast.

You can easily apply it with a brush or spray gel. Once the rust dissolves, simply rinse the surface with water.

Prevent undercoating rust

Once you’ve removed the rust, think about protection.

Rust-Oleum Professional Undercoating [3] will provide corrosion protection from water, salt and other chemicals. It provides a rubberized barrier to protect your car or truck from rust. The topcoat is easy to apply.

Engine cleanliness

For optimum performance ensure your engine is running smooth this winter, clean and degrease with Krud Kutter Automotive Cleaner/Degreaser [4].

When your engine is clean it’s easier to spot potential leaks or problems. This water-based cleaner and degreaser will eliminate grease, oil and tar fast without leaving behind a sticky residue. For best results, let it sit for 1-2 minutes and wipe dry with a clean cloth.
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